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Medical Marijuana Should Remain Illegal
 Legalizing Drugs , 2006 

 

David G. Evans and John E. Lamp are lawyers.

Marijuana should not be legalized for medicinal purposes. Marijuana smoke contains known
carcinogens and produces dependency in heavy users. In addition, medical marijuana causes
intoxication in patients and should not under any circumstances be smoked before driving or
operating dangerous machinery. While pot promoters claim that marijuana is the only drug that can
alleviate suffering from cancer, AIDS, glaucoma, and other conditions, there are many
pharmaceutical drugs that have been approved to help patients with those illnesses. The problems
and dangers associated with marijuana are too great for the government to classify this drug as a
Schedule II substance, which deems it useful as medicine. Marijuana must remain a Schedule I
drug, meaning it is highly addictive and lacking any medicinal value.

Editor's note: The following article is excerpted from a "friend of the court" legal brief, written by
lawyers working for several anti-drug groups, such as the Drug Free America Foundation. Although
these groups were interested in the outcome, they were not directly involved in the 2001 medical
marijuana case before the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, the United States v. Oakland Cannabis
Buyers' Cooperative (OCBC). The OCBC is a group that provided medical marijuana to patients with
a variety of diseases. The case is still under consideration.

Throughout this brief we use the term "crude marijuana" to describe the illicit Schedule I drug that people
abuse. The drug is derived from the leaves and flowering tops of the Cannabis plant and is consumed in a
variety of ways....

There is a strong governmental interest in prohibiting the distribution of crude marijuana as medicine. The
federal government strives to protect our citizens from unsafe, ineffective substances sold as "medicines"
and from drug abuse, drug addiction, and the abusive and criminal behaviors that marijuana and other illicit
drugs often generate. The OCBC [Oakland Cannabis Buyers' Cooperative] is distributing an unproven drug
in disregard of the government's objective to ensure the safety and efficacy of medicines....

[In order for marijuana to be sold as "medicine"] the drug must first be approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (the "FDA"). The federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act, gives the federal government sole
responsibility for determining that drugs are safe and effective, a requirement all medicines must meet
before they may be distributed to the public. The FDA has not approved marijuana as safe or effective, so
the drug may not legally be prescribed and sold as a medicine.

Not only has the FDA failed to approve marijuana, but marijuana is a Schedule I controlled substance under
the Controlled Substances Act. Schedule I drugs have "1) a high potential for abuse, 2) no currently
accepted treatment in the United States, and 3) a lack of accepted safety for use of the drug ... under
medical supervision."

In [the court case] Alliance for Cannabis Therapeutics v. DEA, the United States District Court for the
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District of Columbia accepted the Drug Enforcement Administration's new five-part test for determining
whether a drug is in "currently accepted medical use." The test requires that:

1. The drug's chemistry must be known and reproducible;

2. there must be adequate safety studies;

3. there must be adequate and well-controlled studies proving efficacy;

4. the drug must be accepted by qualified experts; and

5. the scientific evidence must be widely available.

Applying these criteria to a petition to reschedule crude marijuana [to a Schedule II drug that would allow it
to be used as medicine], the court found that the drug had no currently accepted medical use and,
therefore, had to remain in Schedule I. Thus, the OCBC disregarded the FDA's statutorily prescribed
mandate created to ensure drug safety and is distributing an untested, unsafe Schedule I drug in violation of
the Controlled Substances Act....

No Future as Medicine

Crude marijuana is derived from the leaves and flowering tops of the Cannabis plant. It contains some 400
chemicals, most of which have not been studied by scientists. Some 60 of these chemicals, called
cannabinoids, are unique to the Cannabis plant. One cannabinoid, Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), was
synthesized, tested, and approved by [the] FDA in 1985 for treating nausea in cancer patients and wasting
in AIDS patients. The drug's generic name is dronabinol and its trade name is Marinol®. It is produced by
Unimed Pharmaceuticals.

According to John Benson, Jr., M.D., of the Institute of Medicine, research on other cannabinoids is
underway and some of these chemicals may one day prove to be useful medicines. However, he states:

While we see a future in the development of chemically defined cannabinoid drugs, we see little
future in smoked marijuana as a medicine.

The fact that crude marijuana contains a chemical that has been synthesized, tested, and approved for
medical use does not make marijuana itself a safe or effective medicine. Modern pharmaceutical science
would require all the 400 or more chemicals in marijuana to pass the safety and efficacy tests in research,
and this has not happened. Any consideration of this issue must take into account the substantial toxicity
and morbidity associated with marijuana use. Because of the impurity of crude marijuana and its known
toxic effects, it does not represent a useful medical alternative to currently available medications.
Furthermore, efforts to gain legal status of marijuana through ballot initiatives seriously threaten the Food
and Drug Administration process of proving safety and efficacy, and they create an atmosphere of medicine
by popular vote, rather than the rigorous scientific and medical process that all medicines must undergo.

Before the development of modern pharmaceutical science, the field of medicine was fraught with potions
and herbal remedies. Many of those were absolutely useless, or conversely were harmful to unsuspecting
subjects. Thus evolved our current Food and Drug Administration and drug scheduling processes, which
should not be undermined.

Having extensively reviewed available therapies for chemotherapy-associated nausea, glaucoma, multiple
sclerosis, and appetite stimulation, Drs. [E.A.] Voth and [R.A.] Schwartz have determined that no compelling
need exists to make crude marijuana available as a medicine for physicians to prescribe. They concluded
that the most appropriate direction for THC research is to research specific cannabinoids or synthetic
analogs rather than pursuing the smoking of marijuana.

The conclusions Drs. Voth and Schwartz were echoed a year later by the National Academy of Science's
Institute of Medicine (hereinafter "IOM Report") in an assessment of scientific marijuana and cannabinoid
research.

Available research on the utility of THC has demonstrated some effectiveness of the purified form of the
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drug in treating nausea associated with cancer chemotherapy....

Legalization advocates would have the public and policy makers incorrectly believe that crude marijuana is
the only treatment alternative for masses of cancer sufferers who are going untreated for the nausea
associated with chemotherapy, and for all those who suffer from glaucoma, multiple sclerosis, and other
ailments. Numerous effective medications are, however, currently available for conditions such as nausea.

In fact, The IOM report found that neither smoked marijuana nor cannabinoids are as effective as current
medicines that stop nausea and vomiting in cancer chemotherapy patients. However, the scientists
speculated that cannabinoids might be effective in those few patients who respond poorly to current
antiemetic (anti-nausea) drugs or more effective in combination with current antiemetics. It recommended
that research should be pursued for patients who do not respond completely to current antiemetics and that
a safe (non-smoking) delivery system for cannabinoids should be developed.

The negative side effect profile for marijuana, even oral dronabinol (Marinol®), far exceeds most of the
other effective agents available. If there exist treatment failures of available medications in these patients,
the use of marijuana would, at minimum, demonstrate unpleasant side effects. In the studies performed to
examine THC for chemotherapy-associated nausea, elderly patients could not tolerate the drug. Chronic,
daily doses of the drug would be necessary to treat many of the proposed medical conditions. This would
unnecessarily expose the patients to the toxic effects....

In 1997 the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy commissioned the National Academy of
Sciences Institute of Medicine (IOM) to undertake an evaluation of the utility of marijuana and other
cannabinoids for medicinal applications. The study concluded that the challenge for future research will be
to find cannabinoids which enhance therapeutic benefits while minimizing side effects such as intoxication
and dysphoria [depression]. Delivery systems such as nasal sprays, metered dose inhalers, transdermal
patches, and suppositories could be useful delivery systems for isolated or synthetic cannabinoids. The
future for medicinal applications of cannabinoids and whether cannabinoids are equal or superior to existing
medicines remains to be determined....

High Potential for Abuse

Marijuana adversely impacts concentration, motor coordination, and memory, factors that must be
considered in any discussion of providing this drug to patients suffering chronic diseases. The ability to
perform complex tasks, such as flying, is impaired even 24 hours after the acute intoxication phase. The
association of marijuana use with trauma and intoxicated motor vehicle operation is also well established.
This is of central importance in an ambulatory environment where patients may smoke marijuana and then
drive automobiles. Recent evaluations of the effect of marijuana on driving determined that ... "Under
marijuana's influence, drivers have reduced capacity to avoid collisions if confronted with the sudden need
for evasive action." A ... study found that a BAC of .05 combined with moderate marijuana produced a
significant drop in the visual search frequency.

Despite arguments of the legalization advocates to the contrary, marijuana is a dependence-producing drug.
Strangely, in the course of the rescheduling hearings, petitioners admitted that "marijuana has a high
potential for abuse and that abuse of the marijuana plant may lead to severe psychological or physical
dependence." These are points which they now deny. However, this dependence and associated "addictive"
behaviors have been well described in the marijuana literature. Marijuana dependence consists of both a
physical dependence (tolerance and subsequent withdrawal) and a psychological dependence. Withdrawal
from marijuana has been demonstrated in both animals and humans.

While the dependence-producing properties of marijuana are probably a minimal issue for chemotherapy-
associated nausea when medication is required sporadically, it is a major issue for the chronic daily use
necessary for glaucoma, AIDS wasting syndrome, and other alleged chronic applications.

The respiratory difficulties associated with marijuana use preclude the inhaled route of administration as a
medicine. Smoking marijuana is associated with higher concentrations of tar, carbon monoxide, and
carcinogens than are found in cigarette smoking. Marijuana adversely impairs some aspects of lung function
and causes abnormalities in the respiratory cell linings from large airways to the alveoli. Marijuana smoke
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causes inflammatory changes that are similar to the effects of tobacco in the airways of young people. In
addition to these cellular abnormalities and consequences, contaminants of marijuana smoke are known to
include various pathogenic bacteria and fungi. Those at particular risk for the development of disease and
infection when these substances are inhaled are those users with impaired immunity.

One of the earliest findings in marijuana research was the effect on various immune functions, which is now
evidenced by an inability to fight herpes infections and the discovery of a blunted response to therapy for
genital warts during cannabis consumption. Abnormal immune function is, of course, the cornerstone of
problems associated with AIDS. The use of chronic THC in smoked form for AIDS wasting not only exposes
the patient to unnecessary pathogens, but also risks further immunosuppression....

A hallmark of the treatment for AIDS is avoidance of drug use, not extension or perpetuation of it. It should
be clear that marijuana exposes the user to substantial health risks. In chronic use, or use in populations at
high risk for infection and immune suppression, the risks are unacceptable....

In the interest of protecting seriously and terminally ill patients from unsafe and ineffective drugs, the safety
and efficacy process of the FDA cannot be bypassed. Crude marijuana, an impure and toxic substance has
no place in the [practice of medicine]. It is no more reasonable to consider marijuana a medicine than it is to
consider tobacco a medicine.

Coupled with the medical risk to patients, serious regulatory questions arise that have not been adequately
dealt with by ballot initiatives. Those who propose medical uses, or who conduct research on the use of
marijuana, have an ethical responsibility not to expose their subjects to unnecessary risks. Under current
guidelines, crude marijuana is not a medicine, and allowing it as such would be a step backward to the
times of potions and herbal remedies.
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